
DENON LA -2000 ($700)
The LA -2000 is the less expensive of two

combi-players available from Denon. Like

the other players reviewed here. it performs

all the basic functions of both a CD player

and a laserdisc player, lacking only

capabilities that few users would consider

essential, such as still -frame with CLV

laserdiscs, automatic side change for

laserdiscs, and S -video output (which is

seldom beneficial on a laserdisc player,

anyway). It does include Denon's 20 -bit

Super Linear digital -to -analog (D A)

converter, however. as well as a feature

called Auto Edit that divides playback of a

CD into two parts of approximately equal

length to facilitate taping. The player can

also be set to insert 4 -second pauses between

tracks to insure proper operation of the

music -scan features on many cassette decks.

The LA -2000 can be programmed to play

as many as twenty tracks or numbered

chapters in any sequence and to repeat a

selected portion of a disc. any track or

programmed sequence, or the entire disc.

Or you can set it to play tracks of a CD in

random order. The player provides for fast

PANASONIC LX -101 ($600)
Although the lowest priced of the three

players in this comparison, the LX -101

does not skimp on features. It has two sets

of standard audio video outputs plus an S -

video output and a front -panel headphone

jack with volume control. Digital -to -analog

(D A) conversion is handled by MASH 1 -bit

converters, and Y C separation for the S -

video output is via a digital comb filter. The

video section also has a digital time -base

corrector (TBC) to minimize picture

distortion. The LX -101 is the only player

reviewed here to have a radio -frequency

(RF) output, for connection to a TV set

lacking direct A V inputs. Like other combi-

players. it can play the analog soundtracks

of old laserdiscs that lack digital audio,

with CX noise reduction where appropriate.

An audio selector enables you to choose

stereo output or to send either channel to

both outputs.

A shuttle dial provides easy control of

fast -scan speed in either direction. The

player also allows for track or chapter
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skipping in either direction. programmed

playback of as many as twenty tracks or

numbered chapters in any order. and

random -order playback of all the tracks on

a CD or just those in a programmed

sequence. It can repeat a single track or

chapter. an entire disc, any portion of a

disc between two selected points, or a

programmed sequence, and with CD's

repeat can be combined with random play.

Intro -scan plays the first 10 seconds of

each track on a CD or in a programmed

sequence. A numeric keypad enables direct

scanning and track or chapter stepping in

either direction, and you can cue directly to

any numbered track or chapter by means of

a numeric keypad. You can also cue by

frame number on CAV laserdiscs and by

elapsed time on CLV laserdiscs.

A front -panel display window shows the

type of disc loaded, a music calendar of

available track numbers, the programmed

mode, the current track or chapter number,

and elapsed or remaining time. The same

information can also be displayed on a video

monitor or TV set. Most of the player's front -

panel functions are duplicated on a well -

organized wireless remote control.

The player has standard composite -video

and stereo audio line outputs. plus a front -

panel headphone jack with volume control.

Although virtually all laserdiscs now have

digital audio. the LA -2000 will

automatically switch to playback of the

analog soundtrack with CX noise reduction

if no digital soundtrack is available.

Dimensions: 17' inches wide. 5 inches

high, 163/4 inches deep. Weight: 221/2

pounds. Denon, Dept. SR. 222 New Road.

Parsippany, NJ 07054.

cueing to any track or chapter. You can cue

by frame number on CAV laserdiscs and by

elapsed time on CLV laserdiscs. The LX -

101 can select tracks on a CD to fit neatly

onto both sides of a cassette.

The player provides front -panel and on-

screen displays of chapter and frame

numbers for laserdiscs. track number for

CD's. and elapsed time. All front -panel

controls are duplicated on a wireless

remote supplied with the player.

Dimensions: 17 inches wide, 41/2 inches

high. 153/4 inches deep. Weight: 18 pounds.

Panasonic. Dept. SR. One Panasonic Way,

Secaucus, NJ 07094.


